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Introduction
The measurernenl of the length of ane degree 00 the meridian by
astronomers cornmissioned by the Abbasid Caliph al-Ma'mün in Baghdad
ca. 830 is in ane sense well known, and in another, clouded in obscurity.
Different versions ofthe observations are recorded by lbn Yünus (jI. Caico
ca. 990) and al-Birilo! ifI. Central Asia ca. 1025), as well as by vacious
Jatee writers. Particularly those versions in which two groups of
aslronomers laden with inslruments are reported heading off in opposite
directions along a meridian in the middle of the desert simply boggle the
mind. There is a substantial secondary literature on these reports, including
important eontributions by C. A. Nallino, S. H. Barani, A. SaYlh, E. S.
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Kennedy, R. P. Mercier, and F. J. Ragep. I In (his paper these well-known
accounts will be discussed, but only briefly, for my maio purpose is to
present a new contemporaneous accoum of the measuremems.
The earlies! Muslim latitude and longitude measuremems in Mecca and
Baghdad, also commissioned by al-Ma'miin, are less well known, and (hey
too are c10uded in obscurity. Untíl recently rhey were known only from
pass.ing remarks by al-BTrünl,2 and ir was Aydm SaYlll who first drew
attention to thar scholar's brief mentioo of the simultaneous lunar eclipse
observations in the [wa eities. 3 It was clear (har (he maio purpose of the
measuremenls was to derive (he qibla at Baghdad, but details were
lacking.4
In 1985 Dr. Y. Tzvi Langermann of the Hebrew UniversilY in Jerusalem
published a newly-discovered lreatise on both sets of observations by lhe
comemporary astronomer J:labash,5 and J have come across a different
See Nallino. Scrilli, V, pp. 408-457; Barani, ~Mus1im Geodesy~; SaYlh, 7ñe Observatory
in Islam, pp. 85-86: Kennedy, al-Brrants Ta1}di"d, pp. 131~136; and ¡he recent crilical
survey of lhe evidence in Mercler, ~Muslim Geodesy~, pp. 178-181. On Ragep's
aslOunding findings see n. 67 below. See also the forthcoming volumes of Sezgin, GAS,
relaling 10 geography. The various places mentioned in this article are shown on a map
in Mercier, KMuslim Geodesy~, p. 180.
2 On al-Bimni see the article by E. S. Kennedy in DSB. His treatise on mathemalieal
geography has been published by P. Bulgakov, lranslaled by J. Ali, and analyzed by E.
S. Kennedy - see the bibliography for details.
) SaYlh, 1ñe Observatory in Islam, p. 85.
For a general survey of the qibla problem see King, ~Sacred Direction~. and {he anides
~~ibla. ii. ASlronomical aspects~ and "Makka. iv. As centre of the world~ in Efl,
reprinted in King, Studies, C-IX and C-X, as weJI as King & Lorch, ~Qibla Chans~. SU
also n. 60 below on non-mathemalical methods that were widely .used in medieval Islam.
) On I:Iabash see the anides by W. Hartner in Efl and S. Tekeli in DSB, and the recent
sludy of his zij in Debarnol, ~I:Iabash's Zij (lstanbul MS)~. (The later recension eXlanl
in a Berlin manuscript is currently being investigated by Dr. Benno van Dalen (U{rechl
and Frankfurt).) On Ihe title of his treatise, see Sezgin, GAS, V, p. 276, no. 5, where
00 manuscripts are lisled: the treatise is now published in Langermann, ~l:Jabash on Dis-
lances" .
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aecount by Yal)ya ibn Aktham,6 the judge appoimed by al·Ma'mün lO
oversee the observations. in this paper I shaJl compare both ofthese reports
in the ligbt of Ihe Jater aeeounts of Ibn YGnus and al-BirOni. Mereier's
recem overview of the evidence available to him, which included Ihe
treatise of l:Iabash, draws attention to the obvious inconsisteneies in the
sourees. From the outset it must be borne in min<! that tbis newly-
discovered report of Ya~ya ibn Aktham raises yet more questions and easts
but liule light on the eonfusion.
In the sequeJ I use the following notalion freely:
q qibla(local direction of Mecca, measured from the local
meridian)
L terrestrial longitude
.1.L longitude difference froro Mecca
ALa longitude difference between Baghdad and Mecca
órP latitude difference from Mecca
órPa latitude difference between Baghdad and Mecca
rP latilUde
rPs latitude of Baghdad
rPM latilUde of Mecea.
In fact, q is a trigonometrie function of AL, rP and rPM, but most of Ihe
earliest mathematicai procedures, including the one used by aJ-Ma'mün's
astronomers, were approximate, and one popular method used for several
cemuries involved only 6L and .1.rP.7
In the translations the distinction between numbers wriuen in words and
those expressed in Arabic numerals has been preserved. Numbers
expressed in alphanumerical (abjad) notation are underJined. Insertions in
the text to smooth the flow ofthe translation, as well as occasional citations
of the Arabic original, are in paremheses; restorations are in square
& On lbll Aktham see, for example, lhe biographical nOlice (dc~oid of any refen:nce lO lhe
observalions commissioned by al-Ma'mun) in al-Kha!ib al-Baghdadi. Ta',fkh Baghdád,
XIV, pp. 191-204, and also SaYIll. TIre ObservaLOry in Islam, pp. 56 and 69. On !lis son
Mu~ammad. who authored a treatise on number theory, see Sezgin, GAS, V, pp. 273-
274.
Sec King, ~Earliest Qibla Methods and Tables~, especially pp. 103-107.
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brackets; and my comments in curly brackets.
1. Ibn Yünus' account
In Chapter 2 of his monumental work, a ZI} oc astronomical handbook Wilh
lables! dedicated lO the Fatimid Caliph al-f:lakim and called the Iftikimf
Zij, Ibn Yunus9 refees in general tenns (O the measurement of longitude
differences by means of lunar eclipse observations,10 and (hen briefIy
rerees to (he geodetic measuremems: 1l
Discussion of the (distances in) cubilS between places: Sanad ibn cAli
mentioned in a statement of his which I found (hat al~Ma'm(jn ordered
Khalid ibn cAbd al-Malik al-Marwarrüdhi and him 10 measure {he
affiount of ane degree of a greal cicele 00 the surface of the earlh. He
said: "We both sel offtogether foc Ihis (purpose). (al·Ma'mun) ordered
~AIT ibn "Isa al·As!urlabi and ~AIi ibn al-Bu~luri to do Ihe same and {hey
went off in a different direction." Sanad ibn ~Ali said: "Khalid ibn ~Abd
al·Malik and 1 travelled lO (a place) between W'I1uh l2 and Tadmur (=
Palmyra) and there we measured [he amount of a degree of a great circle
on the surface of the earth. 11 was fifty·seven miles (Im1). ~Ali ibn ~isa
and ~AIi ibn al-Bu~luri also made measurements and Ihe IWO of them
A zIj is a set of astronomical tables with illlroduclory and explanatory materia/s. See
Kennedy. ~ZJJ Survey~, for an introdUCIion, based on aboul 125 such works, many of
which comain several hundred pages of lables and texto The number of koown zJjes is
110W closer to 200. -
, On Ibn Yünus su my article in DSB, and also King. SlUdits. A-IX. pp. 343-345.
'o See Schoy. ~Muslim Geography~, pp. 265-267. for a translation of the relevant passage
from MS Leiden Oro 143, p, 80,
11 The leXl, found in MS Leiden Oro 143, pp. 81-82. was firsl lranslaled in Caussin, ~Ibn
Yünus~, pp. 78 and SO, n, 1. The tex! is published in Barani, ~Mus1im Geodesy~, pp.
8-11, and a new translalÍon is in Mercier, ~Muslim Geodesy~. p. 179.
11 The lelter x here denotes an unpointed carrier in Arabic, which could be read as a M'.
ya', 1Wn, ele. See further lhe commenlary lO mis passage.
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found the same as this. The two reports from the two directions (teJling
of) the two measurements with the same result arrived at the same
time...
AJ.tmad ibn ~Abdamih, known as J:labash, stated in his book in which he
mentioned the observations (of the compilers) of the MumrafJan eh)) in
Damascus, that al-Ma'mün ordered ¡hat one degree of a great circle on
Ihe surface of [he earth should be measured. He said: "They set off for
Ihis (purpose) in the desert ofSinjar, (travelling) until two measurements
of the meridian altilude on the same day differed by one degree, and
Ihen they measured the distance between the two places, and ir was 56
and one-quarter miles, where each mile is four thousand cubits, (hese
being the "black cubits" that were adopted by al-Ma'mün."
Ibn Yünus continues with a descripfion of the way in which the distance
along the meridian can be measured. One takes two ropes, each 50 cubits
long. Layout the first one in the meridiano Then layout the second one
along the first one, starting at the mid-point of the firsl. And so on ... (for
56-odd miles!).13 He concludes wilh a discussion of measuring rOOs,
describing instruments of square cross·section and 24 times as long as they
are wide, adding that these would cost 1000 dirhams if made of silver, or
1000 dinars in gold. Since, according to a 14th-cenlury Egypüan source,
Ibn Yünus was paid 100 dinars a day for his services to the Fatimid Caliph
al-J:lakim,l~ we may speculate that he hjmself might have had such a roo
in gold, if not several!
Commelltary
The MumtalJ.an ZJ.] was the major production of me astronomers
conunissioned by al-Ma'mün, who were under rhe direction of YaJ:1ya ibn
II See Mercier, ~Muslim Geodesy~, p. 181, for a mlnslatioo of th~ passage.
l' MS Leiden Or. 468, fol. 84v. On the importanee of this manuscript see King, Srudits,
BoYU, pp. 250-252. It is now being stooied by Margarita Castells of Barcelona.
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Ahi Man~iJr.15 This work is available only in a later recension (har has
still nOl beeo studied in detail. Groups of astronomers in Baghdad and
Damascus were ¡nvolved in observations for this work, but it is by no
means c1ear what the input ofthe two groups was. lbn Yiinus mentions that
J:labash was writing abaur the Damascus observations, but (he surviving
manuscript of J:labash's treatise mentions Damascus only once, when
talking about a large equatorial riog made by KhaJid al-MarwarrüdhT, "who
was in Damascus". 16
Caussin de Perceval, who first translated [he text ofthis passage, thought
{har {he rnysterious place-name W'mxh (MS Leiden Or. 143, p. 81, 1. 19)
might be the aneiem Apamea,17 bUl the name is nowhere else attested in
the early Islamic sources. The name reappears as W'myh in the parallel
passage in MS London B.L. Oro 3624, fol. 42v, 1. 14, ofthe Mukhtéir Zl)
of Abli 'I-CUqUl (jI. Taiz ca. 1300),18 a work relying heavily on lbn
Ylinus. The best-known city with {he name Apamea is near Homs and
cannot be considered. There is, however, anolher Apamea due north of
Palmyra, near Zeugma. 19 Olhers have suggested Ihat Ihe word is simply
a corruplion of (al-)Raqqa,20 which has Ihe advantage of Iying roughly
due north of Palmyra and is connected lO it by aRoman road, Ihe Via
Diocletiana (which runs north-east leaving Palrnyra in order 10 avoid the
IJ On Ihis work see Vernet, ~Tabulae Probatae~. and Kennedy, ~lJ.J Survey-, pp. 132 (no.
51) and 144-147. On its context see SaYlh, The Observarory in Islam, pp. 50-87.
16 Langermann, ~J:labash on Distances-, p. 125.
11 Caussin, ~Ibn Yunus-, p. 80. note a.
L' On Ihis author and his work see King, Astronomy in ¡he remen. pp. 30-32, and Varisco,
Yemeni Almanac, pp. lO-tI.
19 Mercier, ~Musl¡m Geodesy-, p. 179, n. 27.
10 Sec, for example, Barani, ~MusJim Geodesy-, p. 28, and Kennedy, al-Birlini's TalJdid,
p. 131. In fael Raqqa is nol due north of Palmyra (il líes roughly NNE), but the IwO
dlies have Ihe same longitude in various early Islamic geographieal tables - see Merder,
"Muslim Geodesy~. loe. dI.
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mountains and then due nonh to meet the Euphrales JUS[ wesl of Raqqa).21
Bul lbn Yiínus, writing in Cairo, was well aware ofthe exis[ence of distant
Raqqa, nol leas[ because his predecessor al-Bauani" had worked [here. 22
Mercier has suggested a possible misreading of OE/U.Y., [he name of a
locality nonh of Palmyra and just across [he Euphra[es, as OE¡;.a, which
could conceivably be rendered Wámiya in Arabic. 23 The problem of this
mysterious name is not yet solved.
Two different results, 57 and 56 114 miles, are reported for the two
different expeditions. AI-Farghani, a late contemporary of al-Ma'mun's
astronomers, mentioned 562/3,24 which NaBino and Barani have seen as
a mean value be(ween these two resul[s (hat subsequently passed as the
"real finding" (Barani) of al-Ma'mun's scientists.2S But as we shall see,
the more original reports l1).ention a figure of 56 miles. Here the reader
should be reminded that these findings were not exactly "new", even in the
Islamic conlext: already al-Fazari" in the 8th century had recorded the cir-
cumference of the earth according to "the Indians", namely, 6,600
farsakhs, where afarsakh is 16,000 cubits. Thus, as al-BirGni poines out
elsewhere in [he Ta~ldfd, the length of 10 is 18 113 farsakhs, that is, 55
miles, since one farsakh equals three miles.u What is new is the orga-
nized scientific measurements, but only in so far as we are prepared to
believe the reports, for certainly sorne imaginary elements have been
inserted. AIso the value 56 114 was not new: it can be derived from the 75
miles attributed in numerous sources to al-Khwarizmf, another of al-
11 lbid.
12 On al-Battani see lhe anide by W. Hanner in DSB.
1J Mercier, op. cit.; Sédil10t proposed Wasi! - see Nallino, Scrilli, V, p. 429 - bUI Arabic
does nol :lllow of such spelling-miSlakes
24 Mercier, "Muslim Geodesy~, p. 178.
II Nallino. Scriui, V, pp. 431-432; and Barani, "Muslim Geodesy~, p. 31.
26 See al-Bfrunf's Ta1}dfd, texl, pp. 211-212, translalion, p. 177, commentary, p. 132. as
well as Pingree, ~al_FaziiriM, p. 114.
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Ma'mun's astronomers, by converting from Roman miles lO Arab miles Y
00 che black cubil see the commentary lO the text of l:Iabash.
2. AI-Birüni's account
We eontinue with {he references of al-Blrilnl to the observations, quoting
his monumental work on mathematical geography, the Ta~drd "ihayal af-
amiikin. 28 The tex! is brief and no delails are given:
... The qibla of Islam is the SaeTed Masque .. , . The latitude of Mecca
is known bUI there are various opinions aboue the number of minutes in
the twenty-second degree, because (?) the astronomers (al-~uss¡jb) cake
jI to be twenty-one degrees {with no minutes}. It is related thar Man~ür
¡bn Tal~a al-TahirT concerned himselfwith finding i1s correet magnitude:
he determined that this was in excess of (twemy-one degrees) by (wo-
thirds of a degree, which is in agreement with what J:labash reported
aboutthe latitude measurement comrnissioned by al-Ma'mün (r~adaf-
Ma 'ml1n iyyahu). (But) others have claimed that the excess (over twenty-
one degrees) is (only) one-third of a degree. The longitude (of Mecca)
is also known, because al! the reports agree that Man~ür ibn Tal~a found
its longitude to be sixty-seven degrees, which agrees with what J:labash
al-J:lasib stated in his Kitab al-Abcád WQ- 'f-ajram. (He said) that al-
Ma'mun had organized someone to observe lunar eclipses (at Mecca),
and that (that person) {singular} had found a difference of three degrees
between its meridian and that of Baghdad. So, if the longitude of
Baghdad IS seventy degrees, tha! of Mecca would be sixty-seven
degrees.
11 Mercier, "Muslim Geodesy~, loe. cit.
l' Bulgakov, ed., al-Birunr's TalJdid. pp. 209-210. Ali's translation (p. 175) is unreliable
here. See also Kennedy's commentary (p. 130).
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Later in the sarne treatise al-BIronI again ciles Ihe sarne work of l:Iabash::!9
The observations (commissioned) by al-Ma'miin (Iook place) only when
he (had) read in Ihe books of the Greeks that {he equivalenl (lJi~~a) of
one degree was five hundred stades, which is Ihe unit of theirs that they
used for measuring dislances. and when he did nol find amongsl the
translators sufficient knowledge aOOm its length compared wilh other
known (units). Al Ihat time - according to what l:Iabash related on the
authorilY of Khalid al-MarwarfÜdhI and a group of scholars of
(instrument) construction and expert construclors from amongst the
carpemers and brass-workers - (al-Ma'miin) ordered the construction of
the instruments and the selection of a place for this survey. There was
chosen a location in the desert of Sinjar in the area (min ~lUdüd) of
Mosul, nineteenfarsakhs from the city (min qa~abatihi) and forty-three
farsakhs from Samarra, where they were saüsfied Ihal (the ground was)
leve!. They Iransponed Ihe instruments there and (hey selecled a place
where Ihey observed the solar ahitude at midday. Then two groups set
fonh (in two different directions). Khalid and a group of surveyors and
instrument-makers (al-massdh wa- 'l-sunnd) headed in the direction of
the northem (celestial) pole, and <Ali ibn <Isa al-As!urJabi" and AJ:unad
ibn al-Bul.1turi" the surveyor with a(nother) group lowards Ihe south
(celestial) pole. Each of the IWO groups observed Ihe altitude of Ihe sun
al midday untillhey found that it had changed by one degree, apart from
the change mat resulted in the solar declinalion (siwa 'l-taghayyur al-
~lddith mina '/-mayf). They measured the Irack on their way out (ji
dhihábihim) and set up markers (sihám, lit., arrows) as they went, and
as they retumed they investigated (¡<tabarü) the distance (a/-misálJa) for
Ihe second time. The IWO groups met again at the place from which they
had set out, and they found Ihal one degree of the terrestrial meridian is
equivalenl to fifty-six miles. (l:Iabash) c1aimed Ihar he had heard Khalid
dicraling Ihar number to the Qd4f Ya~ya ibn Aktham. so (l:Iabash
himself) heard it from the horse's moulh ifa- 'ltaqa~ahuminhu samdCan).
:l' 01-8(111I1rs TalJdfd: text. pp. 213-214: translation. pp. 178-179; and commentary. p. 133.
Sce also Bar.mi. ~Muslim Geodesy~. pp. 11-14.
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Abli l:Iamid al-~aghani. who heard jI from Thabit ibn Qurra, lold me (he
same (hing.
(00 the other hand) it is related of al-Farghani (Ihat he reported) (wo-
thirds of a mile in addition lO the (56) miles mentioned aboye. Similarly
I found al! of (he records confirming (hese (addilional) IWQ-Ihirds, and
I may nol altribute Ihal to their having dropped Out of the manuscript of
the KitiibaJ-Abcddwa- 'l-ajrtlm because l:Iabash derived from Ihar (value)
the circumference and diameter of the earth and all of (he (planelary)
dislances. When 1 invesligaled (these) I found that they result from f¡fty-
six miles only {tha! ¡s, wilhoul lhe lwo-lhirds}. It is preferable lO
imagine ¡hat (these different results for lhe lenglh of one degree) derive
from two accounts by two teams. (Certainly) this is a subject surrounded
with confusion, which should inspire renewed investigations and obser-
vations. Who is prepared ro help me with Ihis (project)? ...
Elsewhere al-BTn1nT deals in general terms wilh the problem ofdetermining
longitude differences from simullaneous observalions of a lunar eclipse,JO
but does nm mention the Abbasid observations again.
Commentary
Ma~ür ibn Tal~a was a philosopher, mathemalician.aslronomer and music
theorisl, who died ca. 855.31 Khalid al-MarwarTÜdhi was one of the
leading aslronomers of al-Ma'mün: he apparently aUlhored a zlj Ihal has
been lost withoul a trace. ll
Ofparticular interesl in this account are the coordinates of Ihe locations
in Ihe plain of Sinjar where rhe two groups of observers set fonh in two
different direclions. This information does not Slem from the treatise of
JO al-Brrúnr's Ta~ld{d: see lext. pp. 166-169. lranslation, pp. 129-132, amI cornrnenlary. pp.
100·101, and my review of lhe lasl in Centaurus 19 (1974), pp. 320-323. especially p.
322. See aloo Merder. -Muslim Geodesy~. p. 176.
)1 Sezgin. GAS, V, p. 245, and VI, p. 145.
l: 'bid., V. p. 244. and VI. 1'.139.
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f:labash as il has come down lO us - see Ihe next seclion. Whal is dis-
appoinling is that Ihere is no record of (WO differenl results - such as one
would expect from any scientific mission - which could Ihen have been
compared and used to produce a "final" result. Rather, in Ihis case, Ihe
"final" result is presented as ajail accomp/i.
Having briefly discussed these IwO later accounls, OOlh of which have
been known to previous researchers, we are now in a position to invesligale
(he more original accounts.
3, The account of l:Iabash
The first two parts of the Ireatise of l:Iabash, preserved in a precious
17th(?)-century aSlronomical compendium given lo Rabbi Josef Kafa~ by
a Muslim Yemeni colleague before he left Sanaa for Jerusalem,H provide
considerably more information - see Arabic lext no. l. The tex! trans-
lates: l4
In lhe Name of God the Merciful and Compassionate, from whom we
seek help. The Book ojSizes and Distances by J:labash ¡bn cAbdalHih Ihe
astronomer (al-~u'ísib).
He said Ihal Ihe Conunander of the Faithful, al-Ma'mun, wanted to
know Ihe size of Ihe eanh, so he rnade sorne invesligalions aOOm Ihis
and found Ihal Ptolemy had slated in one of his books Ihat the circum-
ference of lhe earth was so many lhousand slades. Thereupon he asked
lhe inlerprelers abaul lhe meaning of stades and they gave differenl
interpretalions. [He said oftheir imerpretalions:] "They do nOI dispense
with (?) what we wanted lO know. ~ {The {eXI is corrupl here.}
II This is yel addilional proof of lhe importance of Yemeni manuscripIS for lhe hislory of
Islamic aslronomy. See King. ASlronomy In ¡he Yemen, lor a firsl look. al over 100
Yemeni aSlronomical manuscripls, 110W supplememed by ungermann. -Bibliographical
NOIes-. based on Jewish sources.
).1 Langermarm. Ml:Iabash on Dislances-, pp. 115-116 and 122-123. Sorne problems in Ihe
published tut have been fixed. and lile lranslation is my own. 1 am graleful {Q Dr.
Langermann for photocopies of the relevant seclions of lile original manuscript.
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(AI-Ma'mun) Iherefore sent out Khalid ibn cAbd al-Malik al·Marwarru-
dhi, cAIi ibn cIsa al-As!urHibI and Al:unad ibn al·Bu~luri (he surveyor
together with a group of surveyors and craftsmen inc1uding carpenters
and brass-workers, lO make correctly {he instruments which they would
nced, Iransporting all ofthem lO a place which [hey selected in lhe desert
of Sinjar.
Next Khalid and one group headed towards Ihe North Pole of {he Banal
Nacsh (= Ursa Minar), and cAli and A~mad and a(nother) group headed
lowards lhe South (celestial) Pole. They {¡'.e., lhe Cormer group ?}
continued untillhey finally (aund thal lhe (solar) meridian altitude had
decreased and changed from what (hey had faund in the place where
(hey had separaled. by the amount oC ane degree, after they had
subtracled from thal (the change io) solar declinalioo during Ihe time it
took (for them) lO cover {hal distance. (As they weot) lhey set up
markers (sihlim), aod theo they relraced their steps usiog [he markers
and ehecked lhe dislanee a seeond time. They found the amount of one
degree oflhe earlh's surface to be fifty·six miles, where one mile is four
thousand blaek cubilS, lhis being the eubit established by al-Ma'miio for
measuring clOlhes, surveying buildings and reckoniog distanees belweeo
stations 00 the pilgrimage road (qismar al-manazil).
1 heard lhis (informal ion) which I have meotioned io my book {se. in
Ihis book of mine?} from Khalid ibo cAbd al-Malik al-MarwarrudhT as
he was eonveying il to the Qd4rYa~ya ibn Aktham. Ya~ya [had been]
ordered [by al-Ma'miin] {the texl appears lo be corrupt here} to wrile
down for him {se. for al-Ma'miin} all that Khalid told him, so he wrole
(it ) for him. 1 have wriuen what 1 heard from Khalid himself.
The Commander of Ihe Faithful al·Ma'mün - may God be pleased with
him· (also) wamed to measure the azimuth of lhe qibla. So he senl oul
(someone) at lhe lime of a lunar eclipse to measure lhe longilude
belween Meeea and Baghdad. (That person) found that Ihe meridiao of
Mecea was west of that of Baghdad by approximately three degrees, If
we modify one degree of the celestial equalor {{he express ion al{alak
aJ-musraqrm, meaning sphaera recra or right sphere, is usually used for
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astronomical ascensions35 - compare the rerminology of Yal)ya ibn
Aktham} we find rhat the amount on lhe celestial day-circle
corresponding lO rhe parallel of Mecca (fJi~~atllhti.tr[madtirl aljalak al-
makh(ü( calti Can! Makka) is approximately fifty-six minutes. So if we
multiply the distance between the meridians of Mecca and Baghdad,
(namely,) three degrees, by 56 minures where 60 parts are one degree
(juz '), we find that the corrected longitudinal distance between Ihem on
rhat pacallel (Ji 'l-falak al~makh(a( calti madar carq Makka) is approx-
imarely two degrees and forty-eight minutes. (That same observer?) also
found the lalitude of Mecca to be approximately twenty-one degrees and
forty-two minutes and thal of Baghdad to be approximalely thirty-three
degrees and twenty~seven minutes. (If) we subtract the latitude of Mecca
from thar of Baghdad rhe difference between the two is eleven degrees
and forty-five minutes. If we multiply the difference between the two
longitudes, namely ~ degrees and 48 minutes, by itself, the result is 7
degrees. 50 minutes and 24 seconds. Half of ¡his is 3 degrees, 55
minutes and 12 seconds, or 235 minutes and 12 seconds. This we divide
by 11 degrees and 45 minutes, which is the difference between Ihe two
latitudes, [the quorient is 0;20(,1, 1). We add this to the 11 ;45 and
obtain] for the distance between Baghdad and Mecca 12 degrees and 5
minutes. This we multiply by 56 miles and obtain approximately six
hundred and seventy-six and two-thirds miles as the distance between
Baghdad and Mecca as the crow fiies (Cala 'l-sahm al-musrawi). When
Kha:lid ibn ~Abd al-Malik al-MarwarrildhT submitled (this) value of one
degree of the earthes circumference) to al~Ma'mün, (the Caliph) wanted
lO check it and so he [sent OUI] {reading wajjaha for wajada} someone
{singular! - compare the account of yaJ:tya ibn Aktham} to measure the
road between Baghdad and Mecca by the shortest route and he
{singular!} found it to be seven hundred and twelve miles. So we (?)
found thar the difference between Ihe distance as rhe crow flies (at-sahm
atladhryajrffi 'l-hawti) and Ihe measure-ment ofthe road was thirry·five
miles and one-Ihird of a mile. AI-Ma'mün said that this was not 10 be
regarded as excessive because there must be (in addilion to) lhe fiar
3' See ¡he anide "Matiili<~ in Ef.
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parts, inclines up or down 00 (Ihe Toad) amouming lO Ihis (difference).
Commenlary
In his Planecary Hypolheses, Ptolemy staled thar the circumference of (he
eanh was 180,000 slades (ascódhiyya).36
The delerminalion of lerresrrial lalitude is besl achieved by measuring
(he ahitude of (he Pale Slar oc by measuring Ihe meridian altitudes of the
sun. OUT text asserts that (he second method was used. As Joho Britton has
shown, ¡here are problems ¡nherent in (he use of the meridian quadram
which affee! the accuracy of the ahitude measuremclUsY Funhermore,
given the problems associated wilh obtaining a reasonable result from such
a erude procedure, il is hardly necessary lo make a correerían for Ihe
change in solar dec!inalion during the time Ihe leam moved che fifty-odd
miles. The report altribuled lO Yal)ya ibn Aklham - see below - scales Ihal
Ihe observacions were made allhe summer solslice - when the daily change
in declination is a minimum - bul adds that Ihe declination al Ihal time is
zero, which is c1early absurdo Does the lexl mean Ihat one can find Ihe
meridian by slanding perpendicular to Ihe direction oflhe sening sun al Ihe
equinoxes?
The information on Ihe so-called "black" cubit is interesting: W. Hinz
has slated in one place Ihal Ihis unil was slandardized by al·Ma'mun and
elsewhere Ihal it was nOLla Now we know from a conlemporar), source
Ihal ic was.
h is Ihe account of Ihe simultaneous lunar eclipse observations and
latitude measuremems in Baghdad and Mecca which adds lO the informa·
tion recorded by al-BirOni. The simultaneous observalion of a lunar eclipse
in two localicies is a very sensitive kind of observation even with
~ See Goldslein, ~Plolerny"s P/al/ew'Y Hypolheses M , p. 7.
J7 See Brillon, "Ptolerny on the Obliquilyft, for delails.
)1 See Hinz, Majk wrd G~"';Chl~, pp. 60-61, and the same author's artic1e "Dhira-':- in Ef,
as well as other sources cited in Barani, MMuslim Geodesy·, pp. 44-45. See also
Mercier. MMustim Geodesy-, p. 177. n. 13, pointing tO errors made by Hinz.
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sophisticaled instrumenls, and il is particularly difficult to obtain good
results when Ihe longilude difference is so small. Problems inelude the
determinalion of the exact moment of a particular eclipse phase and the
determinarion of Ihe time al that momento An error of 10 in the measure-
ment of the ahitude of a star at one end could of itself lead 10 an error of
Ihe same order in lhe lime estimate, and hence in the longitude difference.
The delails of Ihe necessary observalions are recorded by Ibn Yünus and
al-BTrunI. 39 l:Iabash ullfonunately gives no information of consequence on
the simultaneous eclipse observatiolls; he simply reports that the
astrollomers measured the distance between the meridian of the two
tocalilies as 3°, and that they then "adjusled" chis lO 2;48°. indeed, the
tength of the arc corresponding to a longitude difference of al on a paral-
lel of latitude through Mecca is al cos <PM and Cos ePM I R = 0;56 (R =
60), so that the 3° reduces to 2;48o.<kl
The latitudes found for Mecca and Baghdad. viz.. 21 ;4r and 33;27°, are
new to Ihe modero Iiteralure, but again no informarion is provided on rhe
way they were derived. (The accurate values are 21 ;26 0 and 33;21 0 .) Al-
BiñinT records that Man~ür ibn Tal~a found 4>", = 21 ;400, and this is
clearly rounded from 21 ;4r. The 1atler value is not attested to in any
known source. bU{ Ihe approximation 21 ;400 was widely used over the
centuries. The value 33:27 0 for 4>8 is nDl attesled elsewhere; Ihe approxi-
marion 33;25 0 was. however, widely used. (The former value is auested
as a laritude for Damascus,·' but it is not known who first derived iL) See
below on olher values used for 4>", and <Ps.
Notice tha! Ihe lalitude difference (33 ;270 - 21 ;42O) is correclly derived
as 11 ;45o. In lhe repon auributed lO Ya~ya ibn Aktham, however, 12; 15o
J9 Ibn Yunus' account is lranslaled in SChoy, "Muslim Geography-. pp. 265-267. On al-
BinJni's discussion see n. 30 aboye.
00 See King, "Earliest Qibla Melhods and Tables", pp. 90-91.
"1 See King. SLUdits, A-X. p. 78. on ¡he labtes for time-keeping for Damascus prepared in
the first half of the 14th century by al-Mizzi. It is also usc:d on an aSlrolabic quadrant for
Damascus dated 735 H [- 1334/35] (Intemational [nslromtnt Checklisl No. 5008. now
preserved in (he British Musc:um. London. inventory no. 62 12-27 1), on which sc:e
Mayer. Islamic MrrofabislS. p. 44. sub 'Ali ibn al-Shihlib.
-'''"'''
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is used - see below. (The difference between the modern values is 11 ;55 0 .)
To find the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle 00 the sphere (where the
longitude difference is measured 00 a small circ!e), J:labash nol unrea-
sonably applies Pythagoras' Theorem for aplane triangle. With Langer-
mano, 1 have reslored a lioe in the translation where l:Iabash uses the stan-
dard approximate rule:
for taking the square root, a rule known in ancient Babylonia, Egypt, India
and China. 42 Thus he uses:
;1[( 11 ;45)' + (2;48)'] = 11;45 + (2;48)' I (2 x 11 ;45)
J:labash's results tor both the calculated distance Baghdad - Mecca, namely,
12;50 = 676 2/3 miles, and for the measured distance, 712 miles. are
different froro those reported by YaJ:tya ¡bn Aktham - see below. (Note that
the figure of 712 miles is eonfirmed by al-BTnlnI. 43) See below on the faet
chat J:labash presents no further informarion on the qibla at Baghdad.
4. The account of Ya\lya ibn Aktham
1 now present sorne new material, taken from MS Prineeton Yahuda 4657
(fols. 71v-72r). a copy datable to about 1500 of an early-13th-century
Egyptian treatise on folk astronomy by an unidentified author named Siraj
al-Dunya wa-'I-Din. 44 This account of the observations, recorded by the
Qa4rYa~ya ibn Aktham, is often at variance with that reeorded by J:labash
'1 van der Waerden, Ancient GeonU!lry ami Algebra, pp. 46-47,168 and 216. For similar
approximations in Islamic sources see Youschkeviteh, MathématiqueJ arabeJ. p. 77,
eorresponding 10 Juschkewitsch, Mathematik im MA, p. 194; and Berggren, EpüodeJ, pp.
48-53.
'} al-Biriinf'J Tai}di"d: leXl, p. 234, and translation, p. 208 .
.. On this manuseript see Princeton Catalogue, no. 4983, and also Cairo ENL Survey, no.
C4
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Now that I have finished my statement on the most widely used cal-
endars, 1should like to mention some aspects of geometry (al-handasa)
relating to the size (dawr) of the earth.
Chapter. The motive which inspired al-Ma'mun to (promote) observa-
tions, taken from the Qti4r YaI:1ya ibn Aktham. (He reported): "The
Conunander of the Faithful al-Ma'rnun became very excited about
knowing the size of the earth. So he asked me and 1 told him {hal the
as(ronomers familiar with geometry (al-muhandisün min ~~tib al-
najtima) had knowledge..of these matters. So he surrunoned Khalid ibn
cAbd al-Malik al-Marwarrudh1, YaI:1ya ibn Ab1 Man~ur, cAI1 ibn <Isa and
Af.1mad ibn al-Bui).tur1, and they chose a group of brass-workers and
carpenters (to assist them in making instruments). AI-Ma'mün
questioned them on (he way to proceed and they answered him in unison
that it was easy. (They would do) this by facing (annahum tawajjahu) ...
... {there appears to be a lacuna in the text} for a while (waqtan) when
the sun was entering (he sign of Cancer (nuzul al-shams ra 's al-sara(an)
{i.e., at the time of the sununer solstice}, for at this time the sun has no
declinatíon {!! • read: no change in declinatíon}.
They headed for the desert between Tadmur (= Palmyra) and Raqqa and
observed the celestial pole (1) until they had accurately determined
(~aqqaqu) its ahitude. Next they moved (tawajjahu) in a straight line
from north to south parallel to (he meridian until the altitude of the pole
had changed by one degree and then they measured the distance between
the two localities (where (he observations had been made). They found
that one degree on (he surface of the earth was (equal to) fifty-six miles,
where one mile is four thousand "black" cubits (dhirtic bj- 'l-sawtid),
(one of which) is six qa4bas, one of whích is four a~bcfs, one of whích
is the width of six barley coros laid side by side in a row. Then they
multipl ied 56 by 360 which is (he total circumference of the meridian
(dawr al-sama): the resuh was twenty thousand one hundred and sixty
miles, which is the measure of the circumference of the earth (dawr al-
samá'). (This) they divided by 3 and one-seventh, and the diameter of
the earth carne to 6,414 miles and 3 fifths {actually, 6/1 l} of a mile.
Then al-Ma'mun told them that he would Iike to know the azimuth of the
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qibla and [he distance between Baghdad and Mecca, and Ihey replied
rhat (they cauld do) (his al [he time of a lunar eclipse. So (hey {he?} sen!
out (anjadhú) a group of observers lO Mecca lO determine lhe precise
rime of (he beginning and end of lhe lunar eclipse. Those who had
slayed in Baghdad did lhe same. They {se. lhe two groups} (aund thar
[he meridian of Mecca was west af that of Baghdad by [hree degrees.
They corrected (Caddalú) these degrees by lhe rigll! ascensions {1! bi-
maféil( al{alak al-musraqfm - compare rhe temlinology of J:labash} and
they faund them to be (equal la) two degrees and 48 minutes, which is
lhe "corrected" longilUde between Mecca and Baghdad.
They (aI50) faund (he allilUcte of lhe (celestial) pole al Mecca 10 be 21
degrees and at Baghdad to be 33 degrees {note: no minutes are given for
ei(her value}, so that (he latilude of Baghdad is 12 degrees and 15
[minUles] norrh of ¡!lar of Mecca. When they multiplied the 10ngilUde
difference by itself «(he result) was 1 degrees (daraja) and 50 minutes
and (wo-fifths of a minute {i.e., 7;50,24}, and when they multiplied the
la(itude difference by itself (the result) was 150 units (juz') al1d [three
minutes] {text: one-¡hird of a unit} and fifty [seconds] {text: units} {i. e.,
150;3,50 - note that the square of 12; 15 is 150;3,45}. When they added
the two quantities and took (he square roOl of the sum the result was 12
degrees and [30 minutes] {text: 20} lO a clase approximation. And when
(hey multiplied that by 56 miles (he resul( was 700 and 3 miles and one-
half and one-quarter of a mile. {See the commentary 00 this calcula-
tion. }
AI-Ma'miin wanted to check tlle calculations made by Ya~ya {se. Ya~ya
ibn AbI Man~ür} and his colleagues, so he sent out someone to measure
the road to Mecca, and (hey {plural! - compare the account of J:labash}
found (ha! the (number of) miles be(ween Baghdad and Mecca by the
shortest and straightest road was 700 and !.Q miles, which was about .Q
miles more than (he resuIts of the calculatioll. al-Ma'miin pronounced
that the ca!cula(ion was more accurare and that the difference was due
to the depression (istifaf) of the wadts and the elevatíon (irtifti) of (hills
on) lhe surface of the eartil. When he had become convinced of this, he
became excited to know (he maximum disrance of the moon from the
surface of the earth, so he asked rhem abour Ihis and they answered ....
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There are c1early sorne corruptions ofrhe text, which, as it stands, does nor
reflec! well on the Qdcjts competence to participate in the observational
programo For example, ir is not absolutely clear from the text that he knew
the difference between an equinox and a solstice. If the sun was indeed at
the surnmer solstice, then the daily change in irs declination would be
negligible even in more sophisticated observations. This con tradicts the
statement of J:labash that the astronomers made a correction for the change
in solar declination inbetween thetwo decisive solar altitude measurements.
The next points to note are first that this text states that the observations
were made by heading for the desert between Palmyra and Raqqa, and
second that there is no mention whatsoever of Sanad ibn 'AIT.
This text mentions that the altitude of the celestial pole in Mecca was
found to be 21 ° and in Baghdad, 33 0. Yet the latitude difference stated is
12; ISo, and the ensuing distance calculations are based on thar value (not
I1 ;4So as reported by J:labash). Since we have no information 00 the way
in which the values were obtained, there is litrle more to say on them, al-
though ir may be useful to remark 00 other early values of these two
parame!ers.
Excursus: Early values 01 the latitudes 01 Mecca and Baghdad
In additioo lO rhe values 21;0° and 21;40° for rPM that are mentioned in our
sources, we may cite various others used in the 9th and 10th centuries.
Ptolemy's value of 22° for t:PM (for "Makoraba"l5 was used by the lOth-
century astronomer Abü 'l-Wafii' (who used 33;2Sofor t:PB aod 3° for
ALB).46 The identity of the astrooomers who derived the value 21 ;30° for
t:PM withio a few years ofthe observations cornmissioned by al~Ma'miin is
unknown. Likewise, we do nol know who determined rPM as 21 ;20° (lhe
,~ Kennedy & Kennedy, lslamic GeographicaJ Coordinates, p. 225.
'6 Kennedy. ~Ab¡:¡'l-Wata' on lhe Dislance Baghdad-Mecca~, p. 200.
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accurate value is 21;26°).47 This was used in Dne of lhe first rabIes dis-
playing {he qibla as a function of terreslrial coordinares, which was pre-
pared in Baghdad in the 9th or perhaps (he 10th century.48
We have already encoumered the values 33° and 33;27° for 1JB in OUT
sources. In various early Abbasid works, sorne to be associaled wilh al-
Khwarizmf, a eontemporary of (hese observations, Ihe value 33° is also
used for 1JB (lhe accurate value is 33;20°).49 Yet in al-KhwarizOlI"'s and
al50 al~Bauan'i's geographical rabies {he value given is 33;9° ,50 This dis-
tinc,ive value reappears on Dne of (he pIares of of an astrolabe made in
llth-century al-Andalus. 51 We need no! assume tha! sueh a value was
accually measured: it may have been calculated form the length of longest
daylight.S2 The more accurate value 33;25 0 was used, for example, by al-
Nayrizi in Baghdad ca. 900,53 and is also found in the geographical tables
of Suhrab, ca. 930. 54 The value value 33;21 0 appears to have been
derived by Ibn al-A"lam, a lOth-cenmry Baghdad astronomer of some
~l King, MEarliest Qibla Methods and Tables", pp. 126-127 and 129.
"' Ibid., pp. 118·126.
'9 King, "al-Khwarizmr", p. 2.
5(1 Kennedy & Kennedy, Islamic Geographical Coordina/es, p. 55.
" Namely, Ihe aSlrolabe made by IbrahTm ibn al-SahlT daled 478 H [= 1085/86]
(lntemational Instrument Checklist No. 121. preserved in the Slaalliche Kunstsammlungen
in Kassel, invemory no. A38) - see Mayer, Islamic As/rolabis/s, p. 52. The latilude 33;9"
is also stated to serve Oamascus.
12 The length of longest daylight chosen could have been 14;15 hours, the obliquily of the
ecliptie ¡ha¡ of Ptolemy, 23;51,20". (Muslim astrolabists used this laller parameter for
cemuries, unswayed by the more up-Io-date values found by lhe Abbasid aslronomers and
their successors.)
II Schoy, Mal-NayrTzT über die Qibla~. p. 57.
~ Kennedy & Kennedy, Islamic Geographical Coordina/es, p. 55.
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renown. 55 h is used in several lables in the anonymous recension of the
MumIal}an ZIj, Ihe only available version of Ihe majar produclion of the
astronomers oC al-Ma'mün. 56
Relurning 10 lhe text, iI is not witbou! interesl lO follow {he calculations
recorded by Yal.lya of Ihe distance Baghdad - Mecca. These do no{
correspond lO (hose reponed by l:Iabash, but il seems as Ihough Ibe lalter
were made by l:Iabash himself. The squares of [he sides of the (plane)
righl-angled triangle of which t!lis is lhe hypotenuse are given as 7;50,24
and 150;3,l45] (text has 50"). Their SUlll is 157;54,9. Using the standard
approximation, Ihe square roor of this is:
V( 144 + 13;54,9) ~ 12 + 13;54,9/ (2 x 12)
== 12 + 0;34,45 == 12;34 (by trunca[ion) == 12;30 (text has 12;20).
Now we multiply 12;34 by 56: lhe producr is 11.43;44, which is indeed
about 703 + 1/2 + 114, as stated in rhe text. Note, however, that Ihe
results of al-Ma'mün's final survey of Ihe road be{ween Mecca and Bagh-
dad as reponed here are also al variance wirh whal was recorded by
l:Iabash.
The reader will observe thar no value is presemed for rhe qibla al
Baghdad. Clearly, though, Ihe method used was equivalent lO:
sin q = dL cos 1JM I V[(.ó.1» 2 + (.ó.L cos 1J¡.t) 2]
') On Ibn al·A'[am see Sezgin. GAS, V, p. 309, and VI. pp. 215-216, and on his [ost
aSlronomicat tables see Kennedy. ~Ibn al-A'lam", Mercier, ~Ibn al·A'lam~ and Tihon.
~Alim".
His derivation of!f¡e is described in a note on the f1yleaf of an early copy of the ?Jj.;
flkhdtl{ which passed through Chrislie's of London in [986. The tellt tr311s1ates: MNOIe
C/d 'ida): al·Sharff {the standard epithel of Ibn al·A'lam} found that the highesl (solar)
altitude was 80;12° and lhe lowest 33;6°. From this il was eSlablished lhallhe obliquilY
of ¡he ecliptic was 23;3r, the lalilUde of Baghdad 33;21° and the altilude of (the sun at)
the equinoll(es) 56;39°. Copied fmm the handwriting of the author."
~ See MS Escorial aro 927, fols. 64r, 64v and 93v (pp. 125, 126 and 184 of the "facsímile~
published in Frankfun in 1986, which does nOI accurately reproduce the original
manu5cripl).
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This corresponds to Qne described in an early Abbasid text.S'J Its
juslification is simple: distances on the sphere are cOlIsidered in aplane.
And, in particular, distances 00 the parallel of lalitude of Mecca are modi-
fied by a factor of COS!PM = Cos rPM I R (where R = 60).
For l:Iabash's values 2;48° and 12;5° for Ihe numerator and the denom-
¡natar, 1 campu.te 13;24° for q. For Ibn Aktham's values 2;45° and
12;34o, I compute 13;38°. (The value 13; 13 o for Baghdad is specifically
menlioned in (he instructions lO an Abbasid qibla table, bUI (he rabie is
based 00 q,M = 21;20°,s8)
The geographical parameters derived from these observations (q)M =
21 ;400 and LlL = 3°), bUI now with the beuer value 1>B = 33;25°. were
used by al-NayrTii (jl. Baghdad ca. 900) in a numerical example appended
lO his treatise on the determination of Ihe qibla by spherical trigonome-
Iry.59
s. ConcJuding remarks
It should be borne in mind that before these observations were conducted
lO establish Ihe mathemalically·computed qibla, Ihe Muslims in (he
province of al·~Iraq had been using astronomical alignments or cardinal
directions for the qibla. A popular qibla direction for al-CIraq was winter
sunset, chosen in order to be Ufacing" the north-easl wall of the Kacba.60
'7 King, MEarliest Qibla Melhods and Tables", p. t02. See also Ahmedoy el 01., ~Istanbul
Manuscripls", on lhe source.
SI King, "EarlieSI Qibla Melhods and Tables", pp, 127-129.
19 SChoy, "al-Nayrizi über die Qibla", p. 57.
(j(l On lhe use of aSlronomical alignments for lhe qiblo see King, Sludies, C-X-XIII (where
e-x is a reprint of the anide "Makka. iy. As centre of lhe world" in Ef), and, more
recently, idem, "Orienlations".
It is not only for lhe history of lslamic architecture lhat lhe qibfo is important. In an
Arabic aceount of the supernoya of 1006 A.O, lhe direclion of the supernoya is defined
in lenns of lhe "qibla of al-'lraq" (see Goldstein. "Supernoya of 1006", p. 107), BUI
which qiblo is being referred to here? Winler sunset, a popular traditional direclion, or
lhe qibla determined by al-Ma'miin's aslronomers? Or yet another direclion?
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Others preferred due south, following the practice of the Prophe[ in Me-
dina. In Ehe year 847 the mosque in the new Abbasid city of Samarra was
apparently (that is, according to Herzfeld and Sarre) laid out at about 15 0
W of S,61 perhaps as a result of Ehe observations described above. Surely
other religious sites could be identified in Baghdad with an orientation of
about 13 0 W of S. But very liule reliable information on the orienEations
of lslamic religious architecture in Iraq is currently available, and liule
more should be said until they are measured properly.
As Mercier has already pointed out, all of these reports about Ehe
expedilions must be regarded with a certaln amount of scepticism. He has
expressed doubt [hat Ehe Palmyra expedition ever took place, and his
arguments are, given the evidence, sound. Without wishing to do injuslice
to Sanad ibn cAli, Mercier suspects that we are dealing with a legendary
report based on a possible earlier (that is, pre-Islamic) expedition. But Ehe
main cause of sceplicism remains the fact [hat the results are too good to
be Erue, if indeed the procedures involving measuring solar meridian alti-
tudes were used. Not least is the problem presented by the size of the solar
disco Again, an error in one minute in the solar altitude would yield an
error of one mile in rhe distance, and measuring the solar altitude to the
nearest minute is something that one might have been able to do with a
good instrument in Baghdad, bur anticipating that one could achieve the
same accuracy in the wilderness during an expedition of several days
requires considerable imagination. Small wonder, then, that not long
[hereafEer someone thought of simply measuring the distance between
Baghdad and Samarra, and the difference in solar meridian altitudes in [he
two places. Unfortunately, however, Samarra is by no means due north of
Baghdad. The report of Ehis minor expedition, cired by al-BTn1nT from Abu
'I-Faql al-Harawi, confirmed the result 56 2/3, and was rightly regarded
by al-BTrunT as rather fishy Y
Sorne later Muslim scholars ignored the results of al-Ma'mün's
61 Herzfeld & Sarre. Archiiologische Reise, III, pI. XIX. (Note thal in pI. XX no orientalion
is given.).
~ al-Bfriints Tahdtd: lexl, pp. 212-213; lranslation, pp. 177-118; and commenlary, pp.
132-133. .
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expeditions allogether. Thus, for example. (he celebrated early-14th-
century geographer-prince Abü 'I-Fida' preferred Ptolemy's value of 66
2/3 miles per degree.6l A repon 5uch as the one by Y~ya ibn Akrham
would cenainly have encouraged serious people to favour 5uch a reliable
authority from AnliquilY (though see below).
OUT problem is that we do nol have access lO (he original reports by lhe
astronomers who participated in (he expedition(s). Were there really tWQ
differenl expeditions, one in lhe desert nonh of Palrnyra (hat started from
Damascus and another in lhe desert of Sinjar tha! starled from Baghdad?
Even the ¡atter, which is reponed (O have taken (he astronomers 200 km
ioto ¡he desert, mus! have beeo a majar undertaking. And il would have
beeo utler rolly to schlepp instruments and personnel 500 km across in-
hospilable terrain from Baghdad to the Syrian desert. We are still, how-
ever, coofronted with the repon by Sanad ibn cAli, which is early enough
Ihal one cannot explain it away.
Olher reports ofdifferenl aSlrollomical observations (mainly ofconjunc-
Iions and eclipses, equinoxes and solstices) conducled by {he Abbasid
aslronomers in Ihe 9th century, such as we find quoled in the wrilings of
Ibn Yünus and al-Biriini, are impressive by any standards and are nOl
marred by the inconsistencies found in these various repons of Ihe geodelic
measuremems. What has happened here confirms the adage: "Too many
cooks spoil Ihe broth". Ibn Yúnus made a similar crilicism of al-Ma'mün's
team-work, staling (hat one good man could achieve more 00 his own.M
He had, of course, himself in mind. Alas he did no! lap his palroo al·
l:Iakim for a geodetic expedilion up lhe Nilc. AI-Biriini, who was more
convinced of the need for new geodelic measuremenls, did conducl the
necessary research programme and was able ID derive a reasonable value
wilhout involving two teams of astronomers - and one superfluous qáqf
completely innocent of what they were doing - wandering about in the
desert.~
.J Mercier, ~Muslim Goodesy·, p. 176. n. 12, and pp. 177-178.
.. Caussin, ~Ibn Yilnus·, pp. 3440.
6.l See [he summary in Mercier, ~Muslim Geodesy~, pp. 182·184.
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One may wonder why in later mathematical geography Muslim
aslronomers preferred to use the less accurale Ptolemaic value of 66 2/3
miles for one degree. For example, il is Ptolemy's value [hat is used on
17lh-cenlury Persian maps of lhe world centred on Mecca, from which one
can simply read off the qibla and the distance ro Mecca for any locality in
the Islamic commonwealth. 66 The explanation is probably tha[ it was
thought that the parameter 66 2/3 actually was the result of al-Ma'miin's
astronomers. Even the great 13th-century polymath Na~Tr al-OTn al-TüsT,
in his influential TadhkirajrCilm al-hay 'a, auributes this value to IhemY
Thus [he efforls and resulls of al-Ma'mun's astronomers were not only nol
properly recorded at the lime, these resulls were also not properly
transmiued for posterily.
Acknowledgements: This study could nol have been written withoul lhe
cooperation of Princelon University Library and the generosity of Dr. Y.
Tzvi Langermann (Jerusalem). 1 am much indebted to Kurt Maier
(Frankfurt) and Dr. Muhsin Zakery (Halle) for their construclive criticismo
Any remaining confusion is the responsibilily of myself, and, in no small
measure, lhe cooks and the q¿ifj.f.
66 On these remarkable maps (one discovered in 1989 and anolher in 1995) see Lorch &
King, ~Qibla CharlS- • pp. 198-200 alld 202; my arlicle ~Saml- ["" direction] in fP, wilh
correclions in the arlicle ~T¡¡sa- 1"" magnelic compassl; and King, World-Maps. A
detailed study is in preparalion.
61 See Ragep, al-"[iisrs Tadhkira. 1, pp. 310-314, and n, pp. 501-510. Ragep has shown
lhal the value is recorded already in a report by Mu~ammad ibn Miísa ibn Sh¡¡kir (d.
873).
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